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In honour of Professor Béla Szőkefalvi-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday 
1. Introdution. Let , ... be a sequence of random variables (r.v.'s) defined' 
on a probability space (Q, 39, P) and suppose that the partial sums Sn = + + 
Л 1-£„ obey the central limit theorem, say with the positive norming factors a„, 
so that the distribution of a~l Sn is asymptotically the unit normal. Now let v„ be 
a sequence of positive integer valued r.v.'s defined on the same probability space-
Beginning with the early work of ANSCOMBE (1952), [1], several authors have dealt 
with the convergence problem of a " 1 Sv (see e.g. [15], [13], [5] and [6]) and, in 
general, with the following problem: if we are given that a sequence of r.v.'s already 
satisfies an asymptotic law, then under what conditions should the same sequence,, 
but indexed by v „ , satisfy the same law (see [17], [12], [8] and [9]). On the other hand,, 
these results have established the background for studying the problem of weak 
convergence of randomly selected partial sum processes on function spaces, and 
this work has begun with BÍLLINGSLEY ([12], 1962). This paper is going to deal with 
this latter approach, trying to provide a general procedure. 
2. Weak convergence of randomly selected partial sum type processes on the 
space D 
Let D=D[0, 1] be the space of functions with discontinuities only of the first 
kind. Under Prohorov's metric [14] or under Skorokhod's metric [18] with Billingsley's 
modification of it '[3] D is a complete and separable metric space. Let 3> be the 
a-algebra generated by the open sets of D. If for each я ё О , X„ is a measurable map-
ping f rom (Q, 38) to (D, 3¡), that is, in Billingsley's terminology (which will be fol-
lowed throughout, [3]), Xn is a random function of D, and &n denotes the induced 
image law of Xn on (D, Q>), then we say X„ converges in distribution to X0 with the 
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induced image law w r i t t e n X 0 , if for all real valued continuous bounded 
functions g on D lim f gd3?„ — Jgd0>o holds. The sequence Xn is called tight if 
D D 
for every positive e there exists a compact set K in Q) such that &>„{K) 1 —e, 
n— 1, 2, ... . The following two theorems (Theorems 15. 2 and 15. 1, [3]), of which 
the first one characterises the notion of tightness in D and the second one the con-
vergence in distribution (weak convergence), will be used in the sequel. 
T h e o r e m A. The sequence X„ is tight if and only if these two conditions hold: 
(i) For each positive t] there exists a d such that 
P{sup|Z„(OI ></} < r,, u g l . 
t 
(ii) For each positive e and rj, there exist a <5, 0<<5< 1, and an integer n0 such that 
P{w'(Xn, d)>£}<>/, n=«0> where 
-(1) .5) = inf max ^ „ ( [ / ^ , / , ) ) 
(1,«,{«,}) i i i i r 
with wx ( [ / ;_ , , ?,)) = sup \Xn(u)— ^„(t))!, and the infimum extends over all 
u.oei'i-i,«,) 
finite sets (/,) of points satisfying 
0 = /0 <<!<...< tr = 1, >(5, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,r . 
T h e o r e m B. For Xn to converge in distribution to X0 it is necessary and sufficient 
.that the finite dimensional distributions of it should converge to those of X0 and that X„ 
.should be tight. 
The random functions of D we are going to be concerned with are of the fo rm: 
(2) Xn(t) = Xn (t,co) = a'1 X{nt,w), O ^ / S l , n^ 1, 
where X(u, of), for each fixed co in Q, is a right continuous function of u on [0, <*>) 
fiaving left-hand limits at each point, and for u fixed it is measurable with respect 
to (£3, the sequence an of positive numbers increases monotonically to °° with n, 
and it is also slowly oscillating in the sense of Karamata . This latter notion means 
that an is of the form n"L(n) with a positive and L([cn])/L(n) — 1 as « — °° for every 
positive c. 
The most immediate examples of the form of (2) are the partial sum processes 
•a~1 St(I1], S0= 0, and several other processes of D can be brought into this form when 
technicalities of certain proofs so require. As to the latter we mention a for tchoming 
paper by one of us [10], concerning the weak convergence of the random sample 
size empirical process. 
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In this exposition the possibility of deducing the weak convergence of Xv f rom 
that of X„ of (2) is examined. Towards this end the following lemma is essential. 
L e m m a . If X„ of (2) is tight and if the sequence of positive integer valued r.v.'s 
v„ is such that vjn —- v, where v is an arbitrary positive r.v then Xv is also tight. 
P r o o f . The special fo rm of X„ of (2) implies that conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem A are satisfied if and only if 
(i)* For each positive /7 there exists a d such that 
i>{ sup \X (v)\ > da„) < t], n s l . 
O I L i S n 
(ii)* For each positive e and /7, there exists a <5, 0<<5<1, and an integer n0 
such that 
P{ inf Mr{n) > sa„} < rj, n^n0, 
where Mr(n) = max sup \X(u) — X(v)\, and inf stands for the infimum 
I S i S r u ,»f [»,_!,i ' ,)• . (n.<5,{[),}) over the finite sets of points (vt) satisfying 
0 = v0 < v, < ... < vr = n, vt — f , _ ! > n8, i = 1, 2 , . . . . , r. 
In order to prove our lemma, we simply have to verify conditions (i)* and (ii)* for 
Xv , that is to say (i)* and (ii)* with n replaced by v„ in them. 
First we verify condition (ii)*. Let s and r\ be fixed positive numbers and let 
0=t]/3. Choose 0<a<b so that P{a ^ v < b) > 1 — 0. Without loss of generality 
assume that e < o , and choose nl = nl(e, 6) so that p j j — — ; ; > e | < 0 for n S n , . 
For arbitrary <5 and 
(3) P{ inf M r(v„) > eavJ = P{ inf Mr(yn) > eavJ, 
(v„.<5,M) (v„,M»i}) 
n(a-s) s v„ s n(b + e)}+20. 
Now for each fixed co £ Q and v„ in the indicated range above 
inf Mr(n(b + 8)) a inf Mr(v„), 
and fl[„(fl_£)j = ov , so the last probability of relation (3) is less than or equal to 
(4) P{ inf Mr(n{b + s)) > e a ^ - . ^ } . 
(n (6+ e),i, {»,.}) 
Also a„=nxL(n) is slowly oscillating and it can be easily computed that 
(a-c)]Mn((>+£)] { ( a ~ £ ) l (b+E))" as n - ' oo. Thus, if we now choose a positive 
number Q SO that £0 = s(((A— s)/(b+ £))"— Q) is also positive, then there exists an 
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n2(=nl) so that for n^n2 the probability under (4) is bounded above by 
P{ inf Mr(n(b + ej) >£0a[n(6+e)]}-
(n (4+e),«,{»,}) 
Since the sequence X„ is tight, therefore, for e0 and 6 we can now choose 5 and 
n 0 ( g « 2 ) such that the last probability is less than 9 which, in turn, implies that the 
left hand side probability of (3) is less than q. 
Turning now to the proof (i)* we let e, t], 6, a, b, Q, nx and n2 be as in the proof 
of (ii)* above, and putting d0 = d((Xa-s)/(b+B)y— q) we get immediately: 
(5) P{ sup |A-(t;)| > daVn} P { sup \X{v)\> d0ain(b^}+26, 
OSDSv„ 0SIIS[N(B + £)] 
provided n is not less than n2. Again, since the sequence Xn is tight, for 6 we can 
choose d— d* so large that d0 becomes large enough to ensure that the right hand side 
probability of the inequality of (5) is less than 6 for every n. Consequently, for the 
given t] there exist a d* and n2 so that 
(6) .P{ sup |Z(y)| > d* aVn} < ri, • n^n2. 
Thus, the only question now whether such a d should also exist which would make 
relation (6) hold for all n. Since the space D is complete and separable, each single 
probability measure on (D, Qi) is tight, and so are, therefore, the ones induced by 
Xt, X2, . . . , X„2_!. Now the characterization theorem of the compact subsets of D 
(Theorem 14. 3, [3]) implies the existence of d-t so that 
P{ sup |.Y(i;)| < *], i = 1, ..., m2 — 1, 
OSt'SVj ' 
and relation (6) holds for every « § 1 with d— max (d*, dlt . . . , ,) instead of d* 
in it. This completes the proof of Lemma. 
Having proved this lemma, our programme now only requires us to be able to 
deduce the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of Xv f rom those 
of Xn. On the bases of recent literature, concerning the limiting distributions of 
sequences of r.v.'s with random indices, this can be done several ways. We are 
going to demonstrate two possibilities here which, we believe, are the most important 
ones available f rom the point of view of applications. They are based on a recent 
paper of G U I A § U [12] . As to other ways of possible approach we refer to a forthcom-
i ng w o r k of FISCHLER [11]. 
For a random function X of D let Tx={tc{0, l ] : P { * ( i ) ^ * 0 - ) } = 0 } . 
T h e o r e m 1. Let X and the sequence X„ be random functions of the space D, Xn 
having the form as in (2). Assume: 
(a) vjn —- v, where the sequence vn and the r.v. v are as in Lemma; 
(b) Xn -- X; 
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(c) For an arbitrary positive integer k, all arbitrary real numbers cl,c2,... 0) 
k 
and arbitrary time points t1,t2, ...,tk£Tx, the. random variables Y„ = 2 (!i) 
; = i ft • 
and Y = 2 ci^(ti) satisfy (at every. continuity point x of P { 
i=t 
l i m P { 7 r t si x\A) = P{Y S x}, 
for every AeJfv, P{A}^0, where is the a-algebra generated by v; 
(d) For every positive e and rj and every A £ J>TV, P {/1}> 0, there exist a posi-
tive real number c= c(s, i f ) and a natural number n0 = n0(e, t], A) such that for every 
n ' n 0 
P{ max \X(nt)-X(mt)\ >-sa„\A}<ri, 
» ( l - c ) s m i n ( l + c ) 
at every fixed t£Tx. Then Xv^ —~X. 
P r o o f . In the light of our Lemma and Theorem B we only have to deal with 
the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of Xv^. If we now observe 
P j max 
• max \X(nt^-X{mtd\ >&aJk\ct\\A), 
i'=l n( l -c)Si i iSn(l+c) 
then the conditions of Theorem 3 of G U I A § U [12] are satisfied for the sequence 
k k 
Y„ = 2 CiXn(ti) = a'1 2 CiX(nti) if one also notes that Theorem 3 of [12] holds 
¡=i ¡=i 
for a sequence of random variables Y„ of the form Yn= Zn with its condition 
(C6) modified to the extent that in it one writes; Z ; and Z„ instead of Yt and Yn 
respectively, and ea„ instead of e. As a consequence of the Cramer—Wold device 
([3], p. 49), our theorem is now proved. 
R e m a r k s . Lemma and Theorem 1 remain valid if the sequence v„ and v are. 
such that v j f ( r i ) v , where / ( « ) are constants going to infinity. Incidentally, the 
Lemma itself would still hold if an=ri*L(ri) is monotone decreasing or, if a is nega-
tive, independently again of a„ being increasing or decreasing. Condition (d) of 
Theorem 1 with A = Q is the classical Anscombe condition [1]. 
2ciX(ntd-
i = 0 
• Z ^ M 
1 = 1 
sa. A ^ 
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Applications of Theorem 1 
1) Let v = 0 , a positive constant, and Xn(t)= > 0). BII.LINGSLEY ([3], 
Theorem 17. 1) proves that X„-- W implies Xv — where W is the Brownian 
motion on D. This result is a special case of Theorem 1, for when v is a constant 
then Jfv= {0, i2} and condition (c) with A= Q is implied by (b). Also, condition (b) 
implies tightness of Xn, which, in turn, implies condition (d) with A = Q. This com-
pletes the proof of Billingsley's Theorem 17. 1 and the above procedure also shows 
that the assumption W in his theorem can be replaced by Xn—~- X, where X is 
not necessarily the Brownian motion. 
2) If the summands <;,, c 2 , • - - of S [ n I ] are independent and identically distributed 
with zero mean and variance a 2 and v„//(n)-^-v, where v is a positive r.v., then 
(again with Xn(t)= 5 [ n , jofn)XV^~ » ' . (Theorem 17.2, [3]). This theorem of Bil-
lingsley is a generalization of Donsker 's theorem, and it is also implied by Theorem 1 
as follows: Donsker's theorem says that Xn-- W, which implies that X„ is tight and 
this, in turn, ensures the tightness of Xv via Lemma. Condition (c) of Theorem 1 
is a mixing condition in the sense of RENYI [ 1 6 ] , and for Yn it can be verified exactly 
the same way as for one sum of independent, identically distributed r. v.'s. As to 
condition (d) we refer to Lemma 3 of B L U M , H A N S O N and ROSENBLATT [5], which 
implies that the conditional probability there can be considered only with A—Q, 
which then becomes the classical Anscombe condition for sums of independent, 
identically distributed r.v.'s, and, with this, Theorem 17. 2 of [3] now follows. 
For a function s(t) of D let h(s(t)) = s(t)-ts(l). Then, with Xn as in 2) of 
Applications above and <r 2=l we have h(Xv) —•• W°, W° the Brownian bridge on 
D. In [7] we indicated a direct proof of this and used it to prove the random sample 
size Kolmogorov— Smirnov theorems. As already mentioned earlier, the weak con-
vergence of the random sample size empirical process itself will be proved in [10]. 
The way we have proved Billingsley's Theorem 17. 2, [3], suggests the following 
version of Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let X and the sequence Xn be random functions of the space D, 
Xn having the form as in (2). Assume conditions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 1 and its con-
dition (d) with A=Q. Assume also: 
(e) For every positive s and c and every A 6 J f v , P{A}> 0, we have 
lim supP{/ i '„ | / l} = lim sup .P{/4[,} 
at every fixed t£T, where A'n is the event 
{ max \X(nt)-X(mt)\ > san}. 
n ( l - c ) 3 m S n(l +c) 
3> 
Then XVn-*X. 
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P r o o f . It is sufficient to note that condition (d) with A=fí of Theorem 1 
and condit ion (e) together imply condition (d) of Theorem 1. Thus Theorem 2 f o l -
lows f rom Theorem 1. 
We note that condition (e) of Theorem 2 holds any time each set in the tail, 
ff-field of the sequence X„ has probability 0— 1 (Theorem 2, [4]). 
A p p l i c a t i o n s o f T h e o r e m 2. Let Xn(t)= S[nn/]fn, where the summands . 
Qx, ••• of £[„,] have mean zero and variance one, but are not necessarily inde-
pendent and identically distributed r.V.'s. SREEHARI (Theorems 2. 2 and 3. 1, [19]) 
proves that if condit ions (1) where W is the Brownian mot ion on D, (2) 
condition (a) of Theorem 1 holds, (3) the random variables Y„ of condition (c) of" 
Theorem 1 in terms of X„(t) = £[„,] / /« satisfy 
P{Yn x\A}-P{Yn ^ J C } - 0 , as 
for every A £ J f v , P {A}> 0, and (4) for every positive e and c and every A f 
P {A } > 0, we have (cf. Remark of [19], p. 437) 
P{A<n\A}-P{A'n}^ 0, as 
where A'n is as in condit ion (e) of Theorem 2 in terms of X„(t)= S ^ / t f n , hold them 
Xv -- W. This result is a special case of Theorem 2, for condition (1) implies that : 
condition (3) is of the form of condit ion (c) of Theorem 1. Also, condit ion (4)> 
above implies the form of condit ion (e) of Theorem 2. Thus Theorems 2. 2 and 
3. 1 of Sreehari 's paper [19] follow f rom Theorem 2 and our proof of it also shows 
that the assumption Xn-- W in his theorems can be replaced by Xn~-• X, where X~ 
is not necessarily the Brownian motion. Examples, satisfying the condit ions (3) 
and (4) above and, therefore, also the relevant condit ions of Theorem 2, are givem 
in [ 1 9 ] . 
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